King of kings
Chapter 2406
Omi arrived at Gao Xiaolian’s house very smoothly.
In the evening, Gao Xiaolian came back.
Omi was hiding in Gao Xiaolian’s room, and as for the Dragon King, he was just like Omi.
“She’s back, grandpa, so I’m going out.”
“Good.”
Omi left the stone with a recitation, but in order to prevent the Dragon King from seeing what he
shouldn’t, Omi put the stone into the spatial ring so that the Dragon King wouldn’t be able to see the
outside world.
“Ah.”Gao Xiaolian suddenly saw Omi startled.
“Hehe, daughter-in-law, have you missed me.”
“Omi, why are you here?”
“I’ve been coming for a while.”
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“Why?”
“Anyway, quick.”
“Oh.”Omi disappeared in an instant, and on the shelf in the room, Omi’s tablet turned into one of the
books and hid in it.
Omi was a little confused, why was he told to hide at the first sight, could it be, the Immortal Emperor
was outside?
Sure enough, a few minutes later, a voice came from outside, “Ko Ko Moon, are you there?”
“Immortal Emperor, I’m here.”Gao Xiaolian Yue echoed.
At this moment, Omi, who was hiding in his books, suddenly had a bad feeling, could it be that Gao
Xiaolian had gotten involved with the Immortal Emperor?
It really wasn’t impossible that the Immortal Emperor had suddenly come and gone straight to the
room.
If Gao Xiaolian got involved with the Immortal Emperor, then Omi would be in a bit of danger.

“Shit.”Omi was depressed.
The Immortal Emperor walked into Gao Xiaolian’s room, and the Immortal Emperor smiled heedlessly,
“Gao Xiaolian, it’s so late and you’re still not resting.”
“Oh, Immortal Emperor, what are you doing here.”
The Immortal Emperor’s smile was ambiguous, “What? I can’t come, brother Immortal Emperor.”
Gao Xiaolian was so embarrassed that Omi must have been secretly watching.
“Xiao Yue, you’ve been single for a long time, too.”
“Oh, right.”
“How have you thought about that matter of Gao’s, ah?”
“Ah, that thing ah, I’m still considering it.”Gao Xiaolian said in her heart, “I’m not considering it, Omi
said he’s bad at that, I’m foolish to consider being his lover.”
The Immortal Emperor said, “Xiao Yue, you’re quite lonely by yourself too, don’t you consider it, so
that there will be someone to accompany you in the middle of the night in the future.”
“Immortal Emperor, will you give me another year to think about it?”Gao Xiaolian pleaded.
“What’s going on ah you, it’s been so long considering, no, I have to give my answer today.”
“How about giving me three more days, then?Just three days.”
The Immortal Emperor was depressed, “Alright, three days, I’ll come back after three days, but don’t
tell me to think about it then.”
“Definitely.”
“Then I’m leaving, see you in three days.”
With that, the Immortal Emperor flew away with a shake of his sleeve.
After the Immortal Emperor left for a while, Gao Xiaolian pretended to take a bath and hurriedly set
up a restraint.In the Immortal Court, the Immortal Emperor was originally peeking at the Immortal
Sense, but when people wanted to take a bath and set up a ban, he couldn’t look, although with the
strength of the Immortal Emperor, it was possible to break the ban, but Gao Xiaolian was not weak,
and breaking the ban would definitely be known by her, so the Immortal Emperor didn’t peek again.
“Alright, Omi, you can come out now.”Gao Xiaolian shouted after making sure that no one was
peeking.
Omi instantly appeared in the room.
“Xiao Yue, the Immortal Emperor is chasing you?”Omi was busy asking.
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p; “It’s not exactly a chase, he just wants me to be his lover.”
“This son of a bitch is trying to put a hat on me.”Omi was furious.
“Alright, I didn’t put a hat on you, I didn’t promise, but I don’t dare to refuse, I’m afraid that if I refuse,
the Immortal Emperor will use force on me, now, I can only fight for the last three days.”
“That’s all right, I’m coming up here to take you away.”
“Uh-huh.”
“But, Xiao Yue, why would you rather be my daughter-in-law than the Immortal Emperor’s lover
anymore?”
“I don’t like him, you’re so good, how can I leave you.”High.
“Hahaha.”
“So when are we leaving?I hope the sooner the better.”
“Well, Moon, I have a little something else I want to do.”
“What else?”
“My Grandpa Dragon King wants to f*ck his fairy mother.”
“Ah.”Gao Xiaolian was startled.
“Don’t laugh, this is Grandpa Dragon King’s heart disease, and if he relieves it, perhaps, Grandpa
Dragon King’s strength can also be strengthened a lot.”
“However, if the Immortal Emperor knew, he would be furious.”
“Don’t worry, the Fairy Mother will definitely not tell anyone.”
“Alright then, I’ll give you a clue, tomorrow, the Fairy Mother will go to the Divine Pool, the Divine
Pool is only for Fairy Mothers, no men are allowed to enter, not even Immortal Emperors, so if you can
blend in, hehe.”
“That cousin of yours, will she be there?”Omi asked.
“Of course, my cousin is one of the maids beside the Fairy Mother, maids don’t count.”
“Then where is your cousin now?”
“Coincidentally, she happens to be at home, and tomorrow morning she will go to the Immortal Court
and then prepare to go to the Divine Pond.”
“Take me there, my grandfather, the Dragon King, is on me at the moment.”
“But be careful.”
“Don’t worry, but go again tomorrow morning, tonight you know.”

Gao Xiaolian blushed and gave Omi a glance.
The next morning, Gao Xiaolian immediately took Omi to look for her cousin, Omi was easily hidden
from her.
Then, Omi entered the Immortal Court.
Around 10 am, the Fairy Mother took a group of her men and maids and set off for the divine Pond.
The divine Pond was not inside the Immortal Court, but on top of the highest suspended mountain to
the east of it, it was forbidden and sacred, and no man was allowed to enter.
Therefore, many of the male guards of the Immortal Mother had to wait at the bottom of the
mountain, with only a few maids following them up to the top of the divine pool.
The so-called divine Pond was somewhat similar to a hot spring, but it was by no means a hot spring.
After arriving at the divine pool, the Fairy Mother set up a restraint to prevent prying eyes, then
several maids began to remove her clothes, and the Fairy Mother walked into the divine pool.Although
she was not young, her body was well maintained.
Omi, who was hiding on one of the maids, smiled hehehe, “Grandpa, look at you, if you miss today,
there’s no tomorrow.”
“This.”The Dragon King gulped down his saliva.
“You’ve swallowed your saliva, you still won’t act, the Fairy Mother has set up a ban, no one will dare
to peep.”
“But how are we going to get out of this after it’s over?There are so many strong people guarding the
mountain.”
Omi said, “It’s really no good, just run after it’s over, of course, I’ll run without exposing you, in that
case, I can also give Gao Xiaolian Yue the chance to leave the Immortal Realm.The Immortal Emperor is
probably keeping an eye on Gao Xiaolian at all times, and if we don’t do something, I’m afraid that Gao
Xiaolian will come after us before we get very far.”
“So, whether I do it or not, you’re going to make something happen today?”

